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September is clean commute month! MSU strives to offer clean commuting alternatives to students, faculty, and staff. To see ways that you can travel clean visit the Be Spartan Green website, here.

Don’t forget to enter the weekly Be Spartan Green contests! Contests are posted on the website every Monday! You have until Thursday to submit your photo or answer to win awesome prizes from the Office of Campus Sustainability!

Happy Birthday to Lucas! We hope your Birthday was great yesterday!

Spartan Cash!
Have you put Spartan Cash on your MSU ID card yet this Fall? Funds can be added to your card by phone, mail, or online. Just slide your ID like a debit card at over 100 locations!

Flexible Housing for MSU
As you may have heard, MSU adopted flexible housing, allowing members of the opposite sex to live in the same rooms together. This aims to benefit students who wish to live with family members, or students who simply feel more comfortable living with someone of the opposite gender. This Fall only 10 students have taken advantage of the new housing option. However, it is anticipated that more students will take advantage of this next year. To read the article and learn more about flexible housing, click here.

Neighborhoods at MSU are more than just a cluster of residence halls. They are students discovering and creating their own communities together. These neighborhoods are founded on four pillars: residential support, academic success, intercultural engagement, and health and wellness.

Recycling 1 ton of paper saves 17 mature trees, 7,000 gallons of water, 3 cubic yards of landfill space, 2 barrels of oil, and 4000 kilowatt hours of electricity. This is enough energy to power the average American home for 5 months.

Don’t forget to reuse and recycle every day to help make our workplace as green as possible! If you have any questions regarding what you can recycle or where, visit the recycling website, here or ask Mel P!